
Y4 PE Knowledge Check
Rounders

What technique is used for bowling in Rounders?

PE@Chesswood

If a fielder is on a post, where MUST they stand? 

Are you allowed to drop the bat in rounders? 

How many posts are there on a rounders pitch?
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Rounders

Which post is highlighted here?

PE@Chesswood



Y4 PE Knowledge
Tennis 

Is this shot a forehand or 

backhand? 

PE@Chesswood

The 4 majors Championships 

are played in Australia, 

England, France and which 

other country?

If you win the first point in tennis – what is it worth? 
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Tennis 

PE@Chesswood

How is the score 

40-40 better 

known?

How many 

shots in this 

rally? 



Y4 PE Knowledge Check
Cricket 

How many times is a bowled ball allowed to bounce before getting to the batter? 

PE@Chesswood

How many balls in an over? 

What is the name of the 

position of the player in 

the picture? 
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Cricket 

How many fingers should you hold the ball with to bowl? 

PE@Chesswood

What is 

wrong with 

this bowl? 



Y4 Answers
Rounders

What technique is used for bowling in Rounders?

PE@Chesswood

If a fielder is on a post, where MUST they stand? 

Are you allowed to drop the bat in rounders? 

How many posts are there on a rounders pitch?

Which post is highlighted here?

Underarm

Inside 

NO!  

4

3rd (third)  



Y4 Answers
Tennis 

Is this shot a forehand or 

backhand? 

PE@Chesswood

The 4 majors Championships 

are played in Australia, 

England, France and which 

other country?

If you win the first point in tennis – what is it worth? 

Backhand 

USA / America  

15 
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Tennis 

PE@Chesswood

How is the score 

40-40 better 

known?

How many 

shots in this 

rally? 

Deuce

30



Y4 Answers
Cricket 

How many times is a bowled ball allowed to bounce before getting to the batter? 

PE@Chesswood

How many balls in an over? 

What is the name of the 

position of the player in 

the picture? 

One

6

Wicket keeper
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Cricket 

How many fingers should you hold the ball with to bowl? 

PE@Chesswood

What is 

wrong with 

this bowl? 

3

Bowling arm 

is bent 


